
SONY'S NEW META-DATA PRODUCTS HELP CONTENT CREATORS ACHIEVE WORKFLOW

INNOVATIONS

LAS VEGAS (NAB, Booth #18207), April 7, 2002 - Sony Electronics today announced key additions to its

"Anycast™" digital workflow solutions designed to add value and increase productivity at every phase of

content creation from acquisition through post-production.

The solutions are based on new meta-data enabled products, including a camcorder, and an AV/IT

technology called the e-VTR. The use of meta-data for workflow innovation offers users increased control and

enhanced functionality and performance, according to Stephen Jacobs, senior vice president of Sony

Electronics' Broadcast and Professional Systems Division.

Applications of meta-data include the ability to instantly locate stored material based on key information

such as data type, date, time, GPS location, camera owner and "good" shot marker material.

"By seamlessly integrating meta-data with our audio/video production equipment, we can enhance every stage

of production - from story boarding and script writing, through field or studio-based shooting, to post-

production and archiving," Jacobs said.

Sony incorporates meta-data into all phases of the production process - from the camera lens to the tape

library.

Production Efficiencies During Acquisition

In the field, producers can annotate or highlight the headlines at the scene of a breaking news story,

communicate that logging data back to base and continue onto their next assignment.



Sony's MPEG IMX™ camcorders include an adapter to wirelessly access the camera data and insert meta-data

associated with each image. The data can be used live at the scene to log the rushes, annotate them, and create

an edit decision list.

The adapter also has a plug-in slot for a removable hard-disk drive and an associated IP address. This

feature allows JPEG proxy video images to be created and transferred over wireless Ethernet links to field

terminals, where operators can log the video data live at the scene. This same functionality is possible with

currently available MPEG IMX, Betacam SX® and Digital Betacam® camcorders via a common camera

interface.

Once the logging or editing process in the field has been completed, the proxy footage and meta-data

can be e-mailed back to the broadcast facility and automatically applied to the broadcast tape when it arrives

ahead of the camera crew.

Meta-data Information Critical for Breaking News

To streamline the movement and exchange of material in a tape-based operation, Sony offers an e-VTR plug-in

for MPEG IMX VTRs. With the enhanced functionality of e-VTR, users can transfer video clips across the IP

network using the Media eXchange Format (MXF), an industry standard supported not only by Sony but also by

Avid, Cisco Systems and Quantel.

Sony's e-VTR adapter for MPEG IMX VTRs includes an IP address to connect to Gigabit Ethernet

networks enabling complete transport control from a remote PC. For instance, a PC in New York can command

a VTR in Los Angeles to send material to a VTR or network server in Atlanta. Also, a technical director in New

York can browse low-resolution proxies and roll tape on a VTR in Los Angeles.

Another benefit of a meta-data network is the ability to link MPEG IMX VTRs to laptop computers,

allowing a query to be sent over the network. Within seconds, the information gathered during acquisition is

viewable, including the thumbnails of the shots, integrated with notes and other annotations. With a push of the



"Auto Digitize" button, the MPEG IMX VTR automatically plays out just the shots that the field-based team

designated as "good."

As the MPEG IMX VTRs can play Betacam®, Betacam SP®, Betacam SX and Digital Betacam tapes,

the e-VTR also supports 200 million legacy tapes.

"The systemization of meta-data across the Sony platform of broadcast equipment, companies can

achieve faster turnaround times on a production and help to build future revenue streams," Jacobs said.

In addition, Sony's professional videotape includes a Tele-File™ label. Tele-File supports MPEG IMX,

Betacam SX and Digital Betacam format products. This new, non-contact IC type of cassette label provides

efficient random access capabilities for all data stored on the tape.

# # #

Editor's Note: For more detailed product information, readers can visit www.sony.com/professional. For

additional press information and digital images, please visit Sony Electronics' News and Information web site at

www.sony.com/news.

For more information regarding the nearest Sony authorized dealer or service location, call 1-800-686-SONY.
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